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Magnetic susceptibility, w(T), is investigated in ceramic La1�xSrxMn1�yFeyO3 (LSMFO) samples with x¼0.3

and y¼0.15�0.25. A ferromagnetic (FM) transition observed in LSMFO is accompanied with an appreciable

decrease of the transition temperature with increasing y, which is connected to breaking of the FM double-

exchange interaction by doping with Fe. Strong magnetic irreversibility, observed in low (B¼10 G) field, gives

evidence for frustration of the magnetic state of LSMFO. The FM transition, which is expanded with increasing

B, is more pronounced in the samples with y¼0.15–0.20 and broadens considerably at y¼0.25, where the

irreversibility is increased. Well above the transition, w(T) exhibits a Curie–Weiss asymptotic behavior,

yielding very large values of the effective Bohr magneton number per magnetic ion, incompatible with those

of Mn or Fe single ions. At y¼0.15 and 0.20 a critical behavior of w�1(T)�(T/TC�1)g in the region of the FM

transition is characterized by influence of two different magnetic systems, a 3D percolative one with

g¼gpE1.8 and TC¼TC
(p), and a non-percolative 3D Heisenberg spin system, with g¼gHE1.4 and TC¼TC

(H),

where TC
(p)oTC

(H). At y¼0.25 the percolative contribution to the critical behavior of w(T) is not observed. The

dependence of w on T and y gives evidence for phase separation, with onset already near the room

temperature, leading to generation of nanosize FM particles in the paramagnetic host matrix of LSMFO. The

ferromagnetism of LSMFO is attributable to percolation over the system of such particles and generation of

large FM clusters, whereas the frustration is governed presumably by a system of smaller weakly-correlated

magnetic units, which do not enter the percolative FM clusters.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

La1�xSrxMn1�yFeyO3, briefly LSMFO, belongs to a family of hole-
doped mixed-valence manganite perovskites, exhibiting a colossal
magnetoresistive effect (CMR) [1]. The compound is obtained by
substitution of Fe for Mn in La1�xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) [2]. The hole
doping of manganite perovskites, realized by substitution of a
divalent element for La3þ or by formation of cation vacancies,
introduces, besides Mn3þ , a fraction of Mn4þ ions [3]. The Mn 3þ ,4þ

mixed valence leads to ferromagnetic (FM) Mn3þ
�Mn4þ double-

exchange (DE) interactions, competing with antiferromagnetic (AF)
Mn3þ

�Mn3þ superexchange (SE) interactions [3]. However, the
SE�DE competition, proposed for interpretation of the magnetic
phases of manganite perovskites [4], cannot explain the whole
variety of the electronic and magnetic properties of these materials.
Further investigations have emphasized the importance of the
ll rights reserved.

anta).
interplay between charge, spin and orbital degrees of freedom [5],
as well as the crucial role of phase separation in the physics of
manganite perovskites and related CMR compounds [6].

Experimental evidence for different phases, metallic and insulat-
ing, as well as FM and paramagnetic (PM) or AFM, coexisting in one
and the same compound, has been obtained in a broad variety of the
manganite perovskites (see e. g. [7–12]). Theoretical investigations,
using various approximations of the model Hamiltonian, have
yielded diagrams of coexisting phases, demonstrating the instability
of a homogeneous electronic phase and breaking of macroscopic
fractions of different phases into mixtures of nanosize regions (see
[5,6] and references therein). These investigations prove that phase
separation is an intrinsic property of manganites, irrespective of
chemical or compositional inhomogeneity of the material. Another
important feature is the percolative character of the coexisting
phases [7,10,11,13], which is quite sensitive to external influence [6].
A high sensitivity of the phase ratio to the temperature, T, and the
applied magnetic field, B, has been established as well, including
increase of the fraction of the FM (metallic) phase with increasing B

or decreasing T [6,14,15]. At this point, a special temperature scale,
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Tn, has been proposed to characterize the onset of the phase
separation in manganites [6].

Investigations of LSMFO have revealed a high sensitivity of
magnetic and transport properties to Fe doping [16–20]. In particular,
it has been established a strong decrease of the FM Curie temperature,
TC, with y, attributable to two different reasons [20]. The first one is
connected to a direct replacement of Mn3þ by Fe3þ ions [21], which
do not support the DE interactions in the Fe3þ

�Mn4þ pairs [16,22].
The second reason is increasing microscopic disorder due to Fe
doping [20]. Although both effects are possible (as found e. g. in
La1�xCaxMn1�yFeyO3 [23]), their influence on the dependence of TC

on y in LSMFO remains unclear. Another interesting feature of LSMFO
is the magnetic irreversibility, pertinent to frustrated systems such as
spin-glasses or cluster-glasses [24], and observed together with the
FM transition [20]. Coexistence of the FM and glassy properties has
been found in many other manganite perovskites like La1�xCaxMnO3

[25], La1�xCaxMn1�yFeyO3 [23], La1�xBaxMnO3 [26], Nd0.7Sr0.3MnO3

[27] and Y0.7Ca0.3MnO3 [28], although its connection to the phase
separation is not understood well enough.

Simultaneous investigations of the FM transition and the mag-
netic irreversibility should be made in low magnetic fields, when the
perturbation of the spin system is minimal. In this paper are
presented and discussed measurements of the magnetization in
LSMFO in fields between 10 G–1 kG, to obtain information on the
role of the phase separation in formation of a microscopic magnetic
state at different levels of Fe doping.
Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of wZFC (D) and wFC (.) in LSMFO, measured in

various magnetic fields. Some of the plots are shifted along the vertical axis by the

values given in parenthesis.
2. Results and discussion

2.1. Experimental details

LSMFO samples with x¼0.3 and y¼0.15 (#15), 0.20 (#20) and
0.25 (#25) were synthesized with the conventional solid-state
reaction method, similar to preparation of La1�xCaxMnO3 [25], from
La2O3, MnO2, Fe2O3 and SrCO3. The starting materials were pre-
calcined to remove possible adsorbates, weighted in stoichiometric
proportions and mixed with subsequent heating in air at 1360 1C
for 40 h and intermediate grindings. The mixtures were pressed
into pellets and fired in air at 1500 1C for 22 h. According to x-ray
diffraction data all samples had the rhombohedrally distorted
structure (space group R-3c) with lattice parameters a¼5.508(4),
5.513(2) and 5.513(4) Å and c¼13.365(6), 13.360(4) and
13.376(7) Å for y¼0.15, 0.20 and 0.25, respectively.

Composition and distribution of the elements in the samples
were investigated by the microprobe and the scanning–tunneling
microscopy methods. The grains size of the LSMFO samples was a
few micrometers and the distribution of the elements over the
volume of the samples and separate grains was homogeneous and
stoichiometric.

Magnetization, M(T), was measured with an RF-SQUID mag-
netometer after cooling the sample from the room temperature
down to 3 K in zero magnetic field (MZFC) or in fields of 10 G,
0.5 kG and 1 kG (MFC). Temperature dependence of the thermo-
remanent magnetization (TRM) was measured after cooling the
sample from the room temperature down to 3 K in the field of
10 G and then reducing the field to zero.

2.2. Ferromagnetic transition in LSMFO

As evident in Fig. 1, both wZFC(T) and wFC(T) (where w¼M/B)
exhibit at B¼10 G a steep increase with lowering of T, typical of a
FM transition. The transition temperature, TC, can be defined
primarily by the inflection point of the w(T) curves, denoted below
as TC

(inf). The transition width can be characterized by the width of
the plots of dwZFC(T)/dT and dwFC(T)/dT vs. T as shown in Fig. 2. The
values of TC
(inf) are obtained from the minimum of these curves

and the dependence of TC
(inf) on y is presented in the inset of Fig. 2.

The transition is well-determined for #15 and #20, but is broaden
considerably in #25, suggesting ferromagnetism of LSMFO below
TC

(inf) in the interval of y¼0.15–0.20, and a border of the FM part
of the (T, y) magnetic phase diagram of LSMFO near yE0.25.
A noticeable feature of the plots in Fig. 1 is the increase in the
width of the FM transition with increasing B. This behavior is
attributable to phase separation and increase of the hole-rich FM
phase, embedded in the PM host matrix, which is sensitive to the
applied magnetic field (Section 1).

The dependence of TC on y can be analyzed with the Varma model
[29], which treats the PM�FM transition of the manganites by
considering the magnetic disorder and the localization of the elec-
trons inside a band of width W. This model is applied to interpret TC

e.g. in LSMO [29], La1�xCaxMnO3 [25], LaMnO3þd [30], La1�xBaxMnO3

[26] and LaMn1�xNixO3 [31]. In low fields minimizing the effect of the
phase separation, TC is given by the expression

kTC � 0:05Wcð1�cÞ ð1Þ

where c is the concentration of the holes or Mn4þ [29]. Taking into
account that Fe3þ ions do not support the FM DE interactions [16,22]
and substitute directly Mn3þ in the lattice of manganites [21], as well



Fig. 2. Temperature dependences of d wZFC/dT (D) and dwFC/dT (.) in the LSMFO

samples at B¼10 G. The lines are to guide the eye. Inset: the dependence of TC
(inf)

on y, obtained in the ZFC (D) and FC (.) regimes of cooling.

Fig. 3. Plots of TRM/B vs. T (r) and wFC�wZFC vs. T (J) (top panel) and temperature

dependences of w�1 in the ZFC (D) and FC (.) regimes of cooling (bottom panel)

for the LSMFO samples at B¼10 G. The solid lines are linear fits and the dotted

lines are to guide the eye.
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as that doping with Fe causes minor lattice distortions due to similar
ionic radii of Fe3þ and Mn3þ [22], we can use Eq. (1) for quantitative
interpretation of TC(y) by putting cEc0�y [23]. Here c0 is the value of
c at y¼0, expected to be close to x. More strictly, c0�x is determined
by the hole doping, connected only to the cation vacancies (Section 1).
The fit of TC

(inf)(y), given by the solid line in the inset to Fig. 2, yields
the values of W¼2.670.1 eV and c0¼0.3170.01, showing that c0

can differ from x¼0.30 only by �3�6%, which are typical values of
the relative hole concentration due to the cation vacancies in
manganites [30]. On the other hand, W, obtained above, coincides
within the error with the value of WE2.5 eV given for LSMO [29].
Hence, the decay of TC in LSMFO between y¼0.15–0.25 is determined
mainly by breaking of the DE interactions by Fe3þ , whereas the
disorder caused by the Fe doping plays a negligible role. Instead, in
La1�xCaxMn1�yFeyO3 TC(y) is influenced strongly by the disorder [23]
and the Fe doping induces an additional fluctuating short-range
potential, contributing to the microscopic disorder at yZ0.03 [32].

2.3. Magnetic irreversibility phenomena in LSMFO

An important feature of the magnetic behavior of LSMFO,
following from the plots in Fig. 1 for #15 and #20, is the
irreversibility or the deviation of wZFC(T) from wFC(T) with the
onset near the FM transition. On the other hand, in #25 one can
see a substantial shift of the onset of the irreversibility from TC

towards higher temperatures. Other noticeable features are the
relatively weak temperature dependence of wZFC(T) within a broad
interval below TC in #15. Similar behavior of wZFC(T) is observed in
#20, but persisting only down to �60 K, with subsequent rapid
decrease when T is decreased, and a rounded peak of wZFC (T),
observed in #25 below TC instead of the plateau. The magnetic
irreversibility is most pronounced in the field of 10 G, disappears
in #15 at B¼0.5 kG and is almost suppressed in #20 at B¼1 kG,
whereas in #25 a clear difference between wZFC(T) and wFC(T) is
observed below 50 K even in the field of 1 kG (Fig. 1). As can be
seen in the top panel of Fig. 3, the temperature dependence of
TRM/B follows reasonably the difference of wFC(T)�wZFC(T) in #25,
but deviates systematically from this difference in #15 and #20
within the intervals, corresponding approximately to those of the
weak temperature dependence of wZFC(T) in Fig. 1.

The irreversible magnetic behavior in Figs. 1 and 3 indicates a
frustrated magnetic state in LSMFO. Such behavior is pertinent to
spin-glass (SG) or cluster-glass (CG) phases below the onset of
freezing-in of the magnetic moments, where the frustration is
connected to competing interactions between the moments [24].
In the SG phase, the expression

TRMðTÞ ¼MFCðTÞ�MZFCðTÞ ð2Þ

is expected, reflecting a symmetry of the energy distribution of
potential barriers in the presence or absence of the external
magnetic field [25,33,34]. In the CG phase this symmetry may
be broken due to the anisotropy, associated with the shape and
orientation of the clusters [33,34], leading to violation of Eq. (2).

Hence, a good coincidence of the left- and right-hand parts of Eq.
(2) for #25 (top panel of Fig. 3), accompanied by the rounded
maximum of wZFC(T) in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 and a poor FM
behavior (very broad minimum of dw/dT in Fig. 2), suggests that the
magnetic state of #25 is governed presumably by a system of weakly-
correlated independent carriers of the magnetic moment, such as
single magnetic ions and/or relatively small FM clusters. On the other
hand, violation of Eq. (2) for #15 and #20 (Fig. 3) within the intervals,
which are close to those of the weak temperature dependence of
wZFC(T) in Fig. 1, is more typical of the frustrated FM phase.
Accompanied with the well-determined FM transition in Fig. 2, such
behavior implies an important role of large and strongly-correlated



Fig. 4. Dependences of SD and g on TC, obtained within the temperature intervals

DT1 (1) and DT2 (2), with the first of Eq. (3). The lines are to guide the eye. Insets:

plots of ln (w�1
�wC
�1) (in arbitrary units) vs. ln t in the intervals DT1 (1) and DT2 (2)

for the LSMFO samples at B¼10 G. The lines are linear fits.
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FM clusters, attributable to percolation over a system of hole-rich FM
particles. However, in the top panel of Fig. 3 one can see that
the violation of Eq. (2) for #20 and especially for #15 is not
strong, without qualitative differences between TRM (T)/B and
wFC(T)�wZFC(T). This suggests that the system of the relatively small
and weakly-correlated magnetic units, like in #25, is responsible for
the irreversibility and frustration in #15 and #20 as well, coexisting
with the large percolative clusters governing the FM properties. In
turn, strong expansion of the FM transition and weakening of the FM
properties means that large FM clusters have no influence on
magnetic behavior of #25.

2.4. Magnetic properties of LSMFO above TC

As shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 the inverse suscept-
ibility tends asymptotically to the Curie–Weiss dependence (solid
lines), given by the law w (T)¼C/(T�y), provided that the short-
range FM fluctuations can be neglected well above the FM
transition. Here C¼peff

2 mB
2N/(3 k) is the Curie constant, peff is the

effective Bohr magneton (mB) number per magnetic ion, N is the
concentration of the magnetic ions and y is the Weiss tempera-
ture. The linear fit of the plots of w�1 vs. T in the ZFC and FC
regimes above TE277–278 K yield the values of p2

eff � 240�280,
280–300 and 140–180 for #15, #20 and #25, respectively, if N is
taken equal to the concentration N0¼1.42�1022 cm�3 of the Mn
sites (or, equivalently, to the total concentration of magnetic ions
in LSMFO). It can be seen that p2

eff exceeds considerably the values
of p2

eff � 24, 15 and 35, for single Mn 3þ , Mn4þ and Fe3þ ions,
respectively. The large deviation from the single-ion values of peff

implies that the phase separation in LSMFO takes place already
well above the FM transition, whereas the scale Tn, introduced in
[6] for the onset of the phase separation, exceeds even the room
temperature. A similar situation was observed in La1�xBaxMnO3,
but with much smaller difference between experimental values of
p2

eff ¼ 33�40 and the value of p2
eff � 22, expected for a mixture of

Mn3þ and Mn4þ ions in this compound [26].
Eventually, interesting information about the magnetic phases

of LSMFO can be obtained from critical behavior of w(T) near the
FM transition, violating the Curie–Weiss law (bottom panel of
Fig. 3) with decreasing the temperature. Such behavior is given by
the law w(T)�(T/TC�1)�g, where g is the critical exponent
depending on the nature and the dimensionality of the spin
system [36]. For the analysis of the experimental data it is
convenient to use the following equivalent forms,

c�1�wc�1 � tg and dw�1=dT � tg�1 ð3Þ

where t¼T/TC–1. The term wC
�1
¼w�1(TC) is introduced in the first

of Eq. (3) to account for a (non-magnetic) inhomogeneity of the
material, leading to a finite non-zero value of the inverse
susceptibility at TC. The second of Eq. (3) has some advantage
for applications, because it does not contain the additional terms
like the first one, making the analysis more straightforward.
However, differentiation may be a source of an additional error,
connected to an increased scattering of the experimental points.

The dependences of ln (w�1
�wC
�1) on ln t were determined by

interpolation of w(T) and variation of TC with a step of 0.5–1 K, to
achieve the minimum standard deviation (SD) of the linear fits to
the plots, evaluated at different TC. The SD minimum as the
criterion of the best fit was used for the plots of ln (dw�1/dT) vs.
ln t, as well, varying TC with the same step. The procedure above
yielded the pairs of TC and g or TC and g�1, applying the first or
the second of Eq. (3), respectively, and the optimum temperature
interval, corresponding to the minimum of SD vs. TC plots.

The formal dependences of SD and g on TC, as well as those of
SD and g�1 on TC are shown, for some selected cases, in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In the insets are displayed the plots
of ln (w�1
�wC
�1) vs. ln t and ln (dw�1/dT) vs. ln t, evaluated with

the pairs of TC and g at the SD minimum. The analysis has been
extended to all the data in Fig. 1 at B¼10 G. The values of TC and g,
found within the optimum temperature intervals, DT, in both
conditions of cooling and applying the first (f) and the second (s)
of Eq. (3), are collected in Table 1.

The analysis of the critical behavior of the susceptibility in #15
and #20 with the first of Eq. (3) yields two minima of SD (TC)
(Fig. 4), corresponding to two different values of TC and g, marked
in Table 1 as TC

(1), g1, TC
(2) and g2, respectively. Some ambiguity of

the results, connected to the overlap of the optimum intervals DT1

and DT2 in Table 1, does not look significant, because the SD vs. TC

plots are well-separated. In addition, the values of TC
(j) and gj

(j¼1 and 2) are reproduced with good accuracy with the analysis,
based on the second of Eq. (3) and shown in Fig. 5 (cf. the lines f

and s in Table 1). It can be seen that TC
(1)oTC

(2), whereas the values
of g1 and g2 lie close to gp¼1.70–1.80 [36,37] and to gH¼1.39
[35,38], respectively, as predicted for a 3D percolation system and
for a 3D Heisenberg spin system, respectively.

In #25 a single SD minimum (see bottom panel of Fig. 4),
found with the first of Eq. (3), is accompanied with a large
difference between the values of g found in the ZFC and FC
regimes (Table 1, lines f), which in turn are close neither to gP nor
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to gH. The more definite results are obtained by analyzing the
derivative with the second of Eq. (3), yielding g2 around gH and g1

near the mean-field value, gmf¼1 [35], for both ZFC and FC
conditions (Table 1, lines s).
Fig. 5. The dependences of SD and g�1 on TC, obtained within the temperature

intervals DT1 (1) and DT2 (2), with the second of Eq. (3). The lines are to guide the eye.

Insets: the plots of ln (dw�1/dT) (in arbitrary units) vs. ln t in the intervals DT1 (1) and

DT2 (2) for the LSMFO samples at B¼10 G. The lines are linear fits.

Table 1

Values of the critical temperatures TC
(1) and TC

(2) and the critical exponents g1 and g2, ob

cooling regimes with the first (f) and the second (s) of Eq. (3).

Sample Case TC
(1) (K) g1

#15 ZFC (f) 200.571.5 1.8170.03

ZFC (s) 19771 1.7770.07

FC (f) 19971 1.8670.06

FC (s) 195.571.5 1.8770.04

#20 ZFC (f) 12771 1.8070.04

ZFC (s) 129.571.5 1.8070.04

FC (f) 124.571.0 1.8170.04

FC (s) 127.571.5 1.7970.06

#25 ZFC (f) 9372 1.0170.03

ZFC (s) 94.570.5 1.0870.03

FC (f) � �

FC (s) 92.571.5 1.1070.02
Hence, the complex critical behavior of the susceptibility in
#15 and #20 is consistent with coexistence of two different spin
systems, namely the percolative system of large and strongly-
correlated FM clusters and non-percolative (Heisenberg) system
of small and weakly-correlated magnetic units. On the other
hand, in #25 only the non-percolative processes influence the
critical behavior of w(T). This supports the preliminary conclusion,
made in Section 2.3, about strong inhomogeneity of the magnetic
state of LSMFO and the role of the spin systems above in
formation of its FM and irreversible magnetic properties.

Similar coexistence of percolative and non-percolative (Heisen-
berg) processes influencing the critical behavior of w(T), observed in
thin films of La1�xCaxMnO3 [39] and bulk La1�xCaxMn1�yFeyO3 [23]
and La1�xBaxMnO3 [26], reflects the universality of the phase
separation effect in manganite perovskites and related CMR com-
pounds (Section 1). Following the same arguments as in [23,26,39],
the volume fraction of the hole-rich FM phase, Z, the mean magnetic
moment of the FM particles, m, and the concentration of the
FM particles, n, can be estimated at the onset temperature of
the critical percolation behavior, T0, with the expressions ln (1�Z)¼
[1þt(T0)]�3 ln (1�Zc), mE3 kT0w(T0)/(MsZ) and nEZMs/m, respec-
tively, where ZcE0.29 [40] and Ms is the saturation magnetization
[23,26]. Then, typical values of the mean FM particle radius, r, and
the correlation length, l, of the critical percolation cluster at T0 can
be found with the equations Z¼1�exp (�4pnr3/3) and lERt(T0)�n

[40], respectively, where nE1 is the critical exponent of the
correlation length and RE2 (4 p n/3)�1/3 [40]. Such estimations
can be made only for #15 and #20, where the percolative critical
behavior of w(T) takes place (top and middle panels of Figs. 4 and 5),
yielding the values of ZE0.16 and 0.11, mE0.9�104 mB and
1.1�104 mB, nE1�1018 cm�3 and 5�1017 cm�3, rE3.4 and
3.8 nm, and l/R0E100 and 70 for #15 and #20, respectively, where
R0¼2(4pN0/3)�1/3 is the mean distance between the Mn sites. The
large value of l/R0 agrees well with the onset of the percolative
behavior, whereas also other parameters are reasonable and typical
of the nanosize FM particles, found with macroscopic [23,26,39] and
microscopic [12,41,42] methods in various CMR compounds.
3. Conclusions

The magnetic properties of ceramic LSMFO with y¼0.15�0.25
are investigated, paying special attention to the low-field (B¼10 G)
behavior. The FM transition takes place at the Curie temperature,
decreasing with y, which is connected to damping of the double-
exchange FM interaction by doping with Fe. The magnetic irrever-
sibility, observed along with the FM transition, reveals the frustrated
ground state of LSMFO. Well above the FM transition the asymptotic
tained within the optimum intervals DT1 and DT2, respectively, in the ZFC and FC

DT1 (K) TC
(2) (K) g2 DT2 (K)

210–230 21072 1.3170.04 230�249

201–258 210.571.5 1.3670.02 220�249

208–268 20771 1.4270.03 230�259

200–249 212.571.5 1.3270.03 219�249

140–191 13971 1.3970.04 147�161

140–191 141.571.5 1.3570.04 147�171

135–185 13672 1.4570.03 151�185

135�164 140.571.5 1.3970.02 157�177

103�118 � � �

96�116 10172 1.4570.03 116�143

� 10572 1.2270.03 113�144

95�115 102.571.5 1.3570.02 115�142
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Curie–Weiss dependence of w(T) is observed with values of peff

exceeding considerably those of single magnetic ions. The complex
critical behavior of w(T) near the FM transition reveals between
y¼0.15�0.20 two different spin systems, the percolative and the
non-percolative (Heisenberg). At y¼0.25 influence of the percola-
tion process to the susceptibility is not observed, which is accom-
panied with increased magnetic irreversibility and suppression of
the ferromagnetism. The dependence of w(T) gives evidence for
phase separation due to the generation of nanosize FM particles. The
variation of the susceptibility with y suggests that the FM properties
of LSMFO are governed mainly by the large and strongly-correlated
percolative FM clusters, whereas the magnetic irreversibility and
frustration in LSMFO can be explained by the system of weakly-
correlated smaller magnetic units.
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